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When a woman buys a diamond, she is not buying the stone. Similarly, when someone buys a bouquet of flowers, it
is a decision based not merely on the product itself, but rather, the incidental value attached that motivates
customers to make the purchase, said Dr. Gaurav Bhalla, chief executive officer of customer value innovation
company, Knowledge Kinetics. He was speaking at the graduation ceremony of the SMU-SPRING SME Leaders
Advanced Management Programme
(http://www.smu.edu.sg/executive_education/programmes/2011/spring11/index.asp).
With the emergence of new technologies, giving rise to new behaviours over the years, consumers have been
changing their expectations and buying patterns. This is a worry not just for the big consumer goods companies but
also for small and medium enterprises (SME) out there, who will need to re-conceptualise marketing as more than
just a means to spur monetary transactions.
For Bhalla, marketing is not about the product; it is about what the product does for the company and for the
customers. “The way to do that is by listening to the customer, engaging them in on-going conversations and by
responding and collaborating with them in creating this new value,” he said. “The customer is the starting point, the
middle point and the ending point.
Not a numbers game
Instead of thinking about how to 'push' products and services, SMEs should be thinking about cultivating
relationships. “Rather than just talking about sales and profitability, let’s think about our performance from a
customer’s point of view,” Bhalla opined. In his recently published book, Collaboration and Co-creation: New
Platforms for Marketing and Innovation (http://www.knowledgekinetics.com/collaborationbook.html), he emphasised
the importance of engaging customers to share in the co-creation of value. The question is: what do customers
want?
What is "performance" from a customer's point of view? Bhalla feels SMEs should ask themselves several questions:
How happy are they doing business with you? Do they think you're helping the environment? How do you treat your
employees? What is your contribution to society? These are important questions because customers today are not
just looking at numbers and price tags anymore, he added.
In general, SMEs seem to have misplaced their priorities when it comes to strategic thinking. Bhalla cited a 2010
Turkish survey of SME priorities: On a scale of one to five, with ‘5’ being “extremely important” and ‘1’ being “not at
all important”, the highest scoring areas were purchasing management (4.17), quality management (4.16),
management of credit and receivables (4.02), price management (4.0) and leadership (4.0) respectively.
Areas such as research and development (2.92), training management (2.88) and people management (2.79), which
should be considered as integral to an SME’s business, scored the lowest.
“Where is the customer focus and the investment in people in all these? Organisations are about people. On the
inside they are employees and on the outside they are customers. Marketing is a people game, not a product game,”
he exclaimed.
Keeping abreast of changes
Having started three companies himself, Bhalla's words come with the backing of real life entrepreneurial
experiences. He is wholly convinced that creating customer value is the most pressing issue for SMEs today, and
that there are five key areas to pay attention to.
First, the business needs to keep track of how the world is changing. If a company wants to keep its customers, it
has to keep offering them a value proposition that they can continue to embrace time and again. Customer value is
created when a company's unique competencies meet customers' needs, wants and desires.
He gave an example: “You don’t want people to order flowers only when they are getting married. You want them to
keep ordering flowers even after they’re married so you can have a sustainable business.”
There was a time when all zippers were made of metal, but today, metal zippers are hard to come by, he said.
Businesses need to realise that today's strengths may not necessarily remain relevant tomorrow. “Focus on what
value you’re offering, but also what new value is emerging, so that you can determine whether or not you should
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incorporate them into your business.”
Avoid over-attachment
Next, companies should avoid an over-attachment to their own products and services. Citing what Regis McKenna
wrote in his book, Real Time: Preparing for the Age of the Never Satisfied Customer, Bhalla noted: “Companies
sometimes love their products and services more than they love their customers.”
The reason to this is simple: Managers see their factories and products every day, but not their customers; it is a
case of out-of-sight, out-of-mind. “The only attachment we should have with our customers is the reason why they
do business with us. When the reason changes, you must also change. Don’t get stuck with an attachment to the
product,” he said.
Too often, value is perceived as what companies do in the factories, when it is really about what customers do with
the product in their lives. Bhalla pointed to an example: an Apple iPhone is not the same iPhone to every customer.
Every individual user downloads different applications and everyone uses it differently from one another. “There is no
such thing as iPhone. It is only an experience platform and not a product or a service.”
Customising value
The third point, customisation, is probably the single biggest “headache” for SMEs today. The era we live in is one
where everyone expects what they buy to be tailor-made for their own reality.
He cited, as an example, Ambank, a Malaysian financial services group, that strived to deliver customised
experiences at every possible customer touch point – on their websites, bank branches, contact centres, etc –
through the offer of alternatives, options and choices. Even cosmetics companies are custom-blending now as
consumers desire products that are compatible with their particular skin type and complexion.
To be realistic, costs and other bureaucratic concerns sometimes prohibit full-on customised experiences. Bhalla's
advise is not to attempt 100 per cent personalisation, but rather, to simply provide some space for it.
“Customers will appreciate your effort to tailor your product or service to them even if it is only 25% of what they
had initially expected. Whatever it is, please don’t adopt the one-size-fits-all mentality. That is not marketing.”
Serving consistently and sustainably
Traditional perceptions of customer service needs to change. Bhalla believes companies must go out of their way to
invest in relationships. “You do it not because the customer is asking but because you want to hang on to the
customer for a longer time.”
Singapore Airlines is an excellent example, he said. The service process is consistent from reservation stage to post-
flight; reservation agents are friendly and competent, check-in procedures are efficient, lounges are well equipped,
and of course, there are warm smiles throughout.
"Why are people waiting for the phone to ring? It’s because they think the only aspect of business is filling out an
order. That’s not true. If you are in the business of serving the customer, you should be thinking of ways to serve
the customer even before the phone rings. You should be setting up an environment within which you become a
trusted advisor to the customer on how to do business with you," he said.
The final and perhaps most important point is the business' willingness to invest in its employees. Bhalla's approach is
to instil in employees a sense that the customer belongs to them – personally.
A main aim of any business is to get customers, hang on to them for as long as possible, and to do so innovatively.
At the end of the day, marketing cannot simply be an expenditure on a financial statement, he concluded. "It is an
investment into your future because you want to protect your business."
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